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» Recall: Recommender Systems

Train Training dataset: [userID, itemID, rating]
Test Testing dataset: [userID, itemID, ?]

Evaluation Given a testing index set Ωte (set of user-item pairs we
want to predict),

RMSE=
( 1
|Ωte| ∑

(u,i)∈Ωte

(
r̂ui− rui

)2)1/2
.

Goal Find predicted ratings (r̂ui)(u,i)∈Ωte minimizing RMSE
Baseline Global mean, user mean, item mean, user-item mean
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» Baseline methods

Drawbacks for baseline methods
∗ Strong/unrealistic assumptions in the rating pattern:
average over all users/items

∗ User or Item average methods in ultra-sparse situation
∗ Users/items only have one record

Possible solutions
∗ Take average over its neighborhood, with similar
users/items

∗ Aggregating information from other users/items
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» Motivation: k-nearest neighbors algorithm

∗ KNN classificationa
Step 1 Compute feature

distance btw the
target instance and all
training samples

Step 2 find the nearest
neighborhood by
ranking samples by
increasing distance

Step 3 predicted by majority
vote/average

ahttps://www.kaggle.com/getting-
started/160448
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» Illustration: compute correlation

Gladiator Space Jam Pitch Perfect Life of Pi Dear Basketball

Rajon ? ? 3 ? ?

James 5 5 ? ? 5

Davis ? ? ? 4 5

Dwight ? ? 4 ? 5

Bryant ? ? 5 4 5

E.g. How to make prediction to (James, Pitch Perfect)?
→ candidate (user) neighborhood is {R, Dw, B}. We do not

include ‘Da’ since (Da, Pitch Perfect) is missing as well
→ Refine the candidate neighborhood {R, Dw, B} by only

taking the top-k closest users
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» Motivation: correlation-based RS
Mimic the idea of kNN into RS:

∗ Average over user/item neighborhood
Step 1 Calculate pairwise distance between users/items
Step 2 Find neighboring users/items
Step 3 (Weighted) Average/Voting on ratings

Issues:
∗ We don’t have features for users/items — Rating ONLY
∗ how to define distance between users/items

Solution:
∗ Using rating pattern as features for users/items
∗ Cosine similarity measure, Pearson correlation
coefficient as distance
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» Illustration: compute correlation

Gladiator Space Jam Pitch Perfect Life of Pi Dear Basketball

Rajon ? ? 3 ? ?

James 5 5 ? ? 5

Davis ? ? ? 4 5

Dwight ? ? 4 ? 5

Bryant ? ? 5 4 5

Aim (fundamental) find the similarity/distance btw two users
∗ Using historical ratings (ratings in the training set) as
features: find the rating vector ru for the u-th user:

∗ Bryant: ru = (None,None,5,4,5)
∗ James: ru = (5,5,None,None,5)
∗ Davis: ru = (None,None,None,4,5)
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» Illustration: compute correlation

∗ We get many “None” in each vector, because most
ratings are actually missing.

∗ Focus on co-rated ratings to compute similarity or
distance

∗ Bryant: ru = (None,None,5,4,5)
∗ James: ru = (5,5,None,None,5)
∗ Davis: ru = (None,None,None,4,5)

Example Co-rated items - (Bryant & Davis): Life if Pi and Dear
Basketball

∗ Once the co-rated items are found, we can compute the
distance based on different vector-distance
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» MATH: compute correlation
Notations:

∗ Co-rated items: CO= Iu
⋂Iu′ and Iu = {i : (u, i) ∈ Ω}

∗ Co-rated ratings: rcou = (rui)i∈CO and rcov = (rvi)i∈CO
Distance/dissimilar:

Sourcea

ahttps://towardsdatascience.com/player-
similarities-interpolation-aecbf6423c72

- Euclidean distance:

duv = ∥rcou −rcov ∥2 = ( ∑
i∈CO

(rui−rvi)2)1/2

- cosine dissimilarity

duv=1−cos(rCOu ,rCOv )=1− < rCOu ,rCOv >

∥rCOu ∥2∥rCOv ∥2

- Pearson dis-correlation coefficient

duv = 1− 1
|CO| ∑

i∈CO

rCOui − r̄COu
sCOu

rCOvi − r̄COv
sCOv [8/21]



» MATH: compute correlation

∗ r1 = (5,5,5), r2 = (5,5,4), r3 = (1,1,1)
∗ Euclidean distance: d12 = 1; d13 ≈ 6.92, d23 ≈ 6.40
∗ Cosine dissimilarity: d12 ≈ .005; d13 = 0, d23 ≈ .005
∗ Pearson dis-correlation: d12 = 1, d13 = 1, d23 = 1

Some tricks:
∗ Cosine dissimilarity and Pearson dis-correlation remove
some marginal effects from users. For example, the
distance remains the same when rating vectors are
produced by a constant; Therefore, they are more
sensible to be used after user-mean RS.

∗ Euclidean distance works well in low-dimensional cases,
yet fails in high-dimensional datasets.
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» Illustration: compute correlation
Yet, the record in our RS dataset is [userID, itemID, rating]

def user_co_rating(user_u, user_v, index_u, index_v, train_pair, train_rating):

Input: pair of users (u,v); training set
Output: indices for co-rating items for both users
1 Find all indices for u and v
2 Find co-rated items
3 Find indices for co-rated items for u and v separately

Tips:
- Store indices for all users as global variables, and
update arguments (see parts)

- use np.isin function
- Make sure the indices for both users are corresponding
to the same items
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» Illustration: compute correlation

Then, we can define a function to compute the distance btw
two users
def user_d(index_u, index_v, train_pair, train_rating, distance):

Input: pair of users (u,v); training set
Output: indices for co-rating items for both users
1 Find indices for co-rated items for u and v based on
user_co_rating

2 Compute distance btw two rating vectors

InClass practice: define item_co_rating and item_d
Based on user_d, we can compute the distance btw any pair
of users, then how to make prediction?
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» Prediction: correlation-based RS

Prediction of rui by aggregating ratings from users with TWO
conditions

C1 rated item i in the training set
C2 similar users to user u; the top-K the closest users

Steps:
C1 Utr

i : users already rated item-i.
C2 k-NN: Averaging over k-NN rated users:

find the k-NN users who already rated the i-th item,
then take average

r̂ui =
1

|Nui| ∑
u′∈Nui

ru′i, where Nu is k-NN for user u over Utr
i
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» ALGO: correlation-based RS

Algorithm 1 User-correlation-based RS
1: Compute and store the user index sets and item index set

(user-u rated items / users rated item-i)
2: Compute and store the distance matrix D= (duu′)n×n
3: for (u, i) ∈ Ωte do
4: Find Nui satisfies C1 & C2
5:

r̂ui =
1

|Nui| ∑
u′∈Nui

ru′i

6: end for
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» Time-Space trade-off
Issues:

∗ Memory-consuming if we want to store the distance
matrix D ∈ Rn×n.

∗ #User (n) can be large in real application, it is infeasible
to store D.

∗ 10K users: size of D is (10000)2 ∗8(bytes)≈ 8G.
∗ 100K users: size of D is (100000)2 ∗8(bytes)≈ 800G.

Solution:
∗ Many users do not share common rated items

→ many elements in the matrix are zeros
∗ Store D as a sparse matrix by using scipy.sparse
∗ Don’t store the distance matrix D, but compute the
distance when make prediction.

Implement Algo 1
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» ALGO: refined correlation-based RS

Algorithm 2 Refined user-correlation-based RS
1: Compute and store the user index sets and item index set

(user-u rated items / users rated item-i)
2: for u= 1, · · · ,n do
3: Compute the distance vector for user-u:

du = (du1, · · · ,dun)⊺

4: for i ∈ Iteu do
5: Find Nui satisfies C1 & C2, r̂ui = 1

|Nui| ∑u′∈Nui ru′i
6: end for
7: end for

∗ price: the sim between (u,v) are computed twice, but
significantly reduce memory

InClass demo: Implement the Algorithms 1 and 2
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» Idea: item-correlation-based RS

∗ Same idea for item-correlation-based RS
Step 1 Find rating vectors (ri,ri′)
Step 2 Compute pairwise distance between items
Step 3 Make prediction by aggregating ratings from other

items (similar items AND rated by the target user)
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Algorithm 3 Item-correlation-based RS
1: Compute and store the user index sets and item index set

(user-u rated items / users rated item-i)
2: Compute and store the distance matrix D = (dii′)m×m

(memory-consuming)
3: Compute and store the user index sets (Iu)u=1,··· ,n
4: for (u, i) ∈ Ωte do
5: Find Nui satisfies C1 & C2, r̂ui = 1

|Nui| ∑i′∈Nui rui′
6: end for

InClass practice: item_co_rating→ item_d→ item_d_mat
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» ALGO: refined correlation-based RS (item-based)

Algorithm 4 Refined user-correlation-based RS
1: Compute and store the user index sets and item index set

(user-u rated items / users rated item-i)
2: for i= 1, · · · ,m do
3: Compute the similarity vector for item-i

si = (si1, · · · ,sim)⊺

4: for u ∈Ute
i do

5: Find Nui satisfies C1 & C2, r̂ui = 1
|Nui| ∑i′∈Nui rui′

6: end for
7: end for

InClass practice: implement the Algorithm 4 in colab
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» Correlation + baseline: correlation-based RS
∗ Sequential models
∗ Can we combine the baseline methods with
correlation-based RS

∗ User-correlation-based RS

r̂ui = r̄+ µ̄u+ µ̄i︸ ︷︷ ︸
baseline method

+
1

|Nui| ∑
u′∈Nui

ru′i

∗ Item-correlation-based RS

r̂ui = r̄+ µ̄u+ µ̄i︸ ︷︷ ︸
baseline method

+
1

|Nui| ∑
i′∈Nui

rui′

∗ InClass demo: Implement Correlation + baseline in
Python
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» Discussion: baseline methods

“All models are wrong, but some are useful.”
– George E. P. Box
We need to figure out the assumptions for each method!

∗ User-correlation-based RS assumes that the rating for
user u on item i is determined by his/her neighboring
users

∗ Item-correlation-based RS assumes that the rating for
user u on item i is determined by its neighboring items
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